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Jay is determined to make his name by climbing a tough rock face known as "The Wall" -- solo. No

partner, no ropes, no equipment. Little does Jay suspect that it's his own life that will one day hang

in the balance. In this exciting rock-climbing adventure, Kellerhals-Stewart looks at the desire to

break barriers and the questionable role of the media in the dangerous pursuits of extreme

sports.[Fry Reading Level - 3.4
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"Extreme Edge, with short chapters and easy vocabulary, is an excellent choice for reluctant

readers. The rock climbing is described in a clear and exciting manner which takes readers right up

'the Wall' alongside Jay and gets the adrenalin flowing. The novel would make an excellent addition

to the young adult fiction section of any library." (CM: Canadian Review of Materials)"...a thrilling

experience from the first page to the last....Kellerhals-Stewart maintains a wonderful balance

between character development and plot, achieving a brisk pace that does not sacrifice depth. ...

With easy vocabulary and high energy, this book is a perfect addition to any reluctant reader's book

list." (Rob Bittner keenreaders.org 2011-01-01)

HEATHER KELLERHALS-STEWART is the author of several acclaimed books for youth, including

Brave Highland Heart, My Brother's Train, and Skookum Sam, Spar Tree Man. A former social



worker, she now lives, writes, and runs an organic farm on Quadra Island, British Columbia.

Two friends. Both lead very different lives and live in different environments, but share the love for

one sport.Jay is the best rock climber there is, if he says so himself. He doesn't need any special

equipment or anything to protect him since he knows what he is doing. Jay belongs to a very loving

family, who can be at times annoying, but only for his safety. He also has the girl of his dreams, who

still remains just a friend.Brad isn't really the best rock climber there is. Being somewhat impulsive,

Brad lives with a group of guys who have all accomplished something extreme. Unfortunately, Brad

hasn't, and the pressure that the guys put on him makes him only want to accomplish something big

even more.Two friends who are always there for each other, and are now put to the test when one

so desperately needs to fit in, even if it means costing him his friendship -- and maybe his

life.EXTREME EDGE can be considered like an Indie film, in a way that no one expects great things

to come from it but then in the end it takes their breath away. A novel that stays true to all the angst

in the world.Reviewed by: Randstostipher "tallnlankyrn" Nguyen
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